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Dec 29, 2020 - tlb". OLE registry access error. (Exception from HRESULT: 0x8002801C (TYPE_E_REGISTRYACCESS)) OpaqueMail.. If you receive an error .NET Framework, you can try changing the registry settings by right-clicking the Windows icon next to the clock in Windows and
selecting Properties. However, in order to do this, you must be logged in as an administrator, otherwise you will not be able to make changes to the registry. You can use the following command: Registry Editor to open the Registry Editor. Right-click the registry icon on your

computer and select Browse for Folder.
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Then I restarted my pc and run VS and my application works now.. since I do not have windows explorer.vb My application shows in the assembly it has been added to my program. Microsoft Access cannot create, open or write to the index file '1'.Q: Re-identifying Data in PySpark I
have a set of PySpark data frames that were imported from a text file (in fact I'm using SnowballStemmer). Unfortunately, I get an extra row that I don't need. I've tried several things to fix the problem, including dropping the extra row (df.drop(row), df.drop(row[0], axis='columns'))
or creating a new data frame with df.rdd.map(lambda row: 1, df.rdd.map(lambda row: row[0])). But both of those didn't seem to fix the problem. So I'm wondering what the best way to handle this is. df1 = pyspark.sql.read.text("/home/pi/Downloads/spelling-release.txt", "utf-8") df2

= df1.rdd.map(lambda row: [1] + row).filter(lambda x: len(x) == 1) df2.take(10) A: Assuming your text looks like this: "spelling-release.txt" Then it looks like you should be able to remove the first column in the row using: df2.selectExpr("*",
df2.firstColumnName).drop(df2.firstColumnName) Long term care trends in Europe: New trends in advance care planning. Long-term care (LTC) is an important consideration when people need assistance in their daily lives due to their health status or physical impairment. LTC has
become a worldwide public health concern due to the growing number of aged people in the general population. Increasing costs and better life expectancy are associated with the ageing population. Therefore, greater attention to this issue has been shown in the context of the

demographic changes. The WHO European Region should be the first region to implement advance care planning (ACP) to be incorporated in the design and delivery of LTC. The study describes current trends regarding LTC in Europe and the challenges in the development of ACP in
the General LTC sector and in private LTC settings c6a93da74d
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